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E VALUAT I O N & IMPAC T
20 2 1 CA S E S T U D I E S

INTRODUCTION
In 2020 LIANZA was delighted to offer library and
information professionals an opportunity to gain
confidence and capability in evaluation research and
telling the story of New Zealand libraries and information
services.
This initiative was supported by the NZ Libraries
Partnership Programme and was one of the first
projects delivered to the sector under this programme.
The evaluation and impact initiative aimed to support
participants to work out what exactly needs to be
evaluated, how to measure what matters and ways to
communicate effectively about the impact their library or
information service makes for its community or users.
Rather than taking a ‘build it and they will come’
approach, evaluation and research aims to enable
libraries and other information services to understand
the wants, needs and motivations of current and
potential users, and to work out where’s best spend your
time and money to grow and support your ‘audience’.
Participants engaged in evaluation and impact
professional development of four workshops and a ninemonth community of practice, and shared their learning
at online hui and the LIANZA conference.
We were fortunate to have Marge Ainsley, a cultural
consultant,with specialist expertise in research in
evaluation to develop and facilitate the programme.
Marge is located in England and joined the New
Zealand particpants via Zoom for all the online training
workshops and community of practuice hui.
Applications were received from across the library
and information sector in September 2020. Demand
was high, and 72 participants were grouped into three
cohorts. The four workshops began in late September
and ran until early February 2021. Participants then met
monthly as ‘communities of practice’ from February to
July, focusing on a mini project of their choice. Many
participants continued working on their mini projects
after this time and continued to connect via Slack.
The aim of the communities of practice was to inspire
and enable participants to put some of their learning
and/or ideas and inspiration from the introductory
training series to the test. The community of practice
provided a safe space for participants to learn from one
another, share their own experiences and reflect on

progress with evaluation and/or exploratory research
in a peer network. Our ethos was to get scrappy, to try
things out, with permission to fail (and to learn!).
There were many challenges in 2020-21 due to the
impact of the global pandemic and some participants
reluctantly withdrew due to work and life pressures. We
‘take of our hats’ to the 48 participants who completed
the initiative, made progress on their mini-projects and
shared their learning at an online hui and at the LIANZA
2021 Conference.
The level of interest within the library and information
sector in evaluation was demonstrated by the high
numbers who attended the six online hui during
September 2021. Some people came to more than one
online event, they found the work so interesting !
We are delighted to have the expertise of Professor
Anne Goulding and Dr Jennifer Campbell-Meier from
Victoria University of Wellington to evaluate this LIANZA
initiative. Our thanks to all the participants for their
commitment to engaging in this process. This research
project will be shared in the future and interim findings
being used to inform the next offering of the LIANZA
Evaluation and Impact initiative in 2022.
We hope you enjoy reading these case studies, and that
it inspires you to do more evaluation to gather evidence
to tell the story of the impact your library or information
service makes for your community or users.
Our thanks to the New Zealand Libraries Partnership
Programme for making this initiative possible and
to Marge Ainsley for her expertise, leadership and
committment to this work ‘downunder’.
Fakaaue lahi atu, Ia manuia, Meitaki, Vinaka, Fakafetai,
Malo aupito, Ngā mihi,

Ana Pickering
Executive Director
Library and Information Association of New Zealand
Te Rau Herenga O Aotearoa
January, 2022
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SPREYDON LIBRARY TE KETE WĀNANGA O ŌPĀWAHO
PRE-SCHOOL STORYTIMES FOR TODDLERS
Alice Cruickshank
Team Leader
Christchurch City Libraries
This project aimed to evaluate a pre-school storytime pilot programme for toddlers
from 18 months to three years.
Evaluation or exploratory research? What
methodology did you use?

The aim was to develop a session that would suit the
developmental needs of toddlers.

I wanted evaluate a pilot pre-school programme being
run by a member of my team. The plan was to collect
feedback by survey and also by interview and/or focus
group.

This particular programme aimed to provide a bridge
between Babytimes and Storytimes and retain
engagement with the library throughout early childhood.

What did your evaluation project aim to address,
achieve, test or explore etc.
Christchurch City Libraries currently delivers two
different pre-school storytimes across most of its
community libraries. Storytimes are book-based 30 min
sessions aimed at 3-4 year olds and Babytime are rhyme
and music-based 30 min session aimed at 0-18 months.
The overarching aims of preschool programming are
to:
• Enable active, connected, and resilient communities
• Provide a community programme for toddlers and
their caregivers
• Develop and maintain pre literacy in toddlers within
the Spreydon Ward.
• Combat social isolation in young families
• Encourage developmentally appropriate literacy skills
• Provide community engagement with library services
We identified a gap for children between the ages of
approximately 18 months-3 years. These children are
often bored by the Babytimes sessions yet are not old
enough to sit through a Storytimes session. Families can
be “lost” in this period. Children in this age group “the
toddlers” can be characterised as being:
a. Mobile
b. Having short attention spans
c. Being “Into everything”

Who was involved? e.g. delivery partners, staff, local
communities, participants?
The sessions were planned, developed and delivered by
Rachel Fraser, a community librarian basedat Spreydon
Library, with additional sessions delivered by Amy
Chiles. The plan was for a toddler times session to be
run every week over two terms and evaluations to be
made half-way through and at the end. The sessions
were to take place over Terms 2 and 3. However, due to
COVID, sessions were only run over Term 2. Therefore
only halfway data was collected.
Did you use existing practice, build on existing
practice, or try out new ways of doing evaluation/
research?
I have a background in statistics and have been involved
in various research projects in the past. However, I was
keen to focus on some more qualitative approaches
and am always interested in looking at new or different
ways of doing things. One element from the course that
resonated with me was the idea that survey forms don’t
have to be boring! This led me to design an attractive
and fun form consistent with the theme of pre-school
programming.
If you could share one nugget of wisdom/one top
tip with another library service about evaluation/
research, what would it be?
One of the most worthwhile aspects of the course for me
was thinking about different ways of measuring things
that are difficult to measure. For example if we wanting
to measure a reduction in social isolation then asking
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if people have spoken to someone new or made a new
friend at an event could potentially serve as an indicator.

Which words would you use to describe your
experience in this LIANZA evaluation and impact
initiative ?

What are the implications for your future approaches
with evaluation/research as a result of taking part in
this programme?

Thought provoking and collegial! I loved finding out
what all the other libraries were doing and how they
were going to go about doing their evaluations.

It provided me with lots more ideas and creative
examples of things I could do in my library. Already I am
thinking about how I can use the tools here for some
projects for the future.

EVALUATION FORM
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DUNEDIN CITY LIBRARY

PRAYER AND SPIRITUAL SPACE IN THE CITY LIBRARY
Bernie Hawke
Library Services Manager
Dunedin Public Libraries
The project aimed to evaluate the provision of a new spiritual and
prayer space at Dunedin City Library.
What did your project aim to address, achieve, test or
explore?
This research project responded to increasing cultural
diversity within Dunedin community and community
requests for quiet space for prayer, particularly from
participants in the Red Cross Homework Group for
former Syrian refugees.
Local research indicated that there were no satisfactory
options within Dunedin City Library and limited options
within the central city for quiet prayer across Inter-faith
spectrum. Collectively, this research and the community
request led to the proposal to develop a prayer space
within the Dunedin City Library.
This direction was considered to be consistent with
the role of public library to provide spaces that reflect
and support of the increasing cultural diversity of the
Dunedin community.
As a result, the project to develop the prayer space,
and the research project to evaluate its outcomes
were developed in parallel. The range of evaluation
methodologies presented in the LIANZA workshops
were considered and the Logic Evaluation Model was
selected as the most appropriate.
An Evaluation Framework initially developed to scope
the project and the Logic Evaluation Model subsequently
developed from it.
The following three phases of the research project were
developed:
• Phase 1 - Use Logic Evaluation model to scope
project and outcomes
• Phase 2 – Survey expectations, satisfaction preimplementation
• Phase 3 – Survey satisfaction & usage data postimplementation

How did the project progress?
Planning for the development of the prayer space
commenced in 2019 and continued into 2020 with the
investigation of similar spaces in university libraries and
other public places in New Zealand.
An appropriate space on Floor 1 of the Dunedin City
Library was identified as being central, visible and able
to be effectively supported by staff.
In parallel, consultation with representatives of the
Dunedin Interfaith community was undertaken to
confirm the design, layout and usage protocols for the
proposed prayer space.
Periods of lockdown and restrictions due to COVID-19
disrupted planning and consultation during 2020 and
2021. However the construction of two partitioned
spaces, each of 15m2, to comprise the spiritual and
prayer space was completed in November 2020.
The Dunedin City Library Spiritual and Prayer Space was
officially opened on 10 August 2021.
In terms of the research project, COVID-19 disrupted
plans for pre-implementation survey which was not
administered before the space was opened to the
public. The research plan was consequently modified to
undertake two post implementation surveys, one soon
after opening and a follow up survey 6-12 months after
opening. Again, COVID-19 lockdown and restrictions
from August 2021 have disrupted these plans.
What have you learnt about evaluation/research
through the training, community of practice and
prototyping experience?
I have really enjoyed the workshops and the
communities of practice sessions. Key learnings for me
included:
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Prayer space at Dunedin City Library. Image credit: Dunedin Public Libraries

• An extensive range of evaluation models and
examples
• Tips for effective evaluation and surveying
• Useful apps and website tools
• Collaborative interaction with colleagues

My takeaway gems were:
Scottish Book Trust Digital Storytelling initiative
https://www.scottishbooktrust.com/reading-andstories/digital-storytelling-landing
Google Jamboard (digital whiteboard)
https://jamboard.google.com/

What is next?
The current COVID-19 Level 2 restrictions have
disrupted the usage of the Spiritual and Prayer
Space, and the usage of the Dunedin City Library
overall, so the first post-implementation survey
has been postponed until the COVID framework
enables people to return to the library.
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TŪRANGA

USE OF CREATIVE SPACES
Bonnie Sarkar
Library Assistant,
Christchurch City Libraries

The project aimed to capture feedback about the creative spaces in the library.
What did your project aim to address, achieve, test or
explore?
The evaluation project focused on designing a means
to capture feedback about customers’ use of Tūranga’s
creative spaces. The project aimed to collect evidence
to demonstrate whether and how the spaces fulfilled
council’s long-term plan with regard to customer
and community well-being, and social and economic
development.
Who was involved? e.g. delivery partners, staff, local
communities, participants?
Many staff members were involved, in brainstorming
methodology, helping to determine which customers to
approach, and so on. I talked to a handful of customers
and ultimately interviewed two.
Did you use existing practice, build on existing
practice, or try out new ways of doing evaluation/
research?
I used the existing practice of interviewing, but these
were more indepth, free-form interviews. The goal of
the interviewing was to develop an audio product rather
than a written summary. The audio product was a new
method.
If you could share one nugget of wisdom/one top
tip with another library service about evaluation/
research, what would it be?
Keep your ambitions simple! And maybe for your initial
project keep your team smaller while you work out the
kinks and develop practices. You can always revise them
to suit individual projects or take into account others’
feedback.
What have you learnt about evaluation/research
through the LIANZA training, community of practice
and prototyping experience?

The community of practice was wonderful as an
incubator for these projects. When we were stuck at
a certain stage, it was quite encouraging to see that
others were struggling with the same sorts of things
and brainstorming with them about how to overcome
obstacles. I benefitted from some great ideas and
encouragement from my community of practice.
What are the implications for your future approaches
with evaluation/research as a result of taking part in
this programme?
I am very keen to have my team thinking about
evaluation as we design programmes and services.
Our programming is always well-attended but it would
benefit us to be more intentional about some of the
designs of our programmes. It would also be good to
be able to articulate the benefits of our programmes
and services, both for ourselves and for the public and
funders.
How will you practically or strategically use the data
you collected?
I will pass the information off to a senior leader at the
library and she will merge this information with other
interview efforts.
What’s was the benefit from being involved in this
LIANZA initiative for you?
Aside from the evaluation projects, I enjoyed hearing
about the work that other libraries are doing. It is
inspiring to hear about the ways that people try to
connect to their communities.
What would you say to someone who was thinking of
taking part in a future LIANZA Evaluation & Impact
programme but were unsure whether to go ahead?
I would tell them to not hesitate. This is an absolutely
incomparable opportunity.
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NAPIER LIBRARIES

EVALUATION OF GENEALOGY AND HISTORY CLASSES
Emma Shepheard-Walwyn
Collections Lead
Napier Libraries

The project aimed to evaluate the current genealogy and history classes offered by the library.
What did your project aim to address, achieve, test or
explore?
I was particularly interested in what customers liked
about our genealogy and history classes and what
would bring them back again. I was hoping that we
could utilise this feedback in future promotion and
expand our classes. I wanted to test what could be done
with the data collection we have currently in place. The
longer-term aim was to be able to meaningfully record
qualitative feedback in a Microsoft Teams dashboard,
which could then be used for promotion and funding
opportunities.
What methodology did you
use?
Evaluation - I wanted to
evaluate some of the qualitative
feedback we receive on our
current feedback forms.

If you could share one nugget of wisdom/one top
tip with another library service about evaluation/
research, what would it be?
Definitely talk to your peers. I became overwhelmed and
started to fall behind on my project. Talking to my peer
group helped me get back on track – they were able
to share helpful tips, and help me focus on one or two
areas that would give me the best feedback options.
What have you learnt about evaluation/research
through the training, community of practice and
prototyping experience?

This programme was a fantastic
introduction to evaluation ... and
encourages you to try out one
or two concepts in a safe and
supportive environment.

Who was involved?
This project was mostly a solo one so that I could
test what could be done with what we have currently
in place. The longer-term aim was to be able to
meaningfully record qualitative feedback in a Microsoft
Teams dashboard, which could then be used for
promotion and funding opportunities.
Did you use existing practice, build on existing
practice, or try out new ways of doing evaluation/
research?
While we collected data with a feedback form after
classes, we didn’t really do anything with that data.
Throughout this process we found that it was much
more meaningful for us to have customers use one word
to describe their experience than a paragraph. Because
customers thought more about that one word, it became
much more powerful.

I didn’t realise how important
it was to clean your data. I
understood the need to take out
things like swearing, nonsense
etc, but I hadn’t thought about the
importance of rationalising similar
terms. For example, comments
like “I enjoyed this class” and “This
class was enjoyable” all became
“Enjoyable” for my word cloud.

What’s been the single biggest benefit from being
involved in this LIANZA Initiative for you?
Don’t over complicate things! It’s very easy to be
swallowed up with all the methodology and examples.
You’re not meant to become an instant expert – give one
concept a go, and then you can build your toolkit from
there.
What would you say to someone who was thinking of
taking part in a future LIANZA Evaluation & Impact
programme but were unsure whether to go ahead?
This programme was a fantastic introduction to
evaluation. There is a lot of information out there,
and a lot of concepts to get your head around. This
programme encourages you to try out one or two
concepts in a safe and supportive environment.
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TE PUNA NGOI

HOW DOES OUR LIBRARY MAKE A DIFFERENCE TO ĀKONGA?
Esther Casey
Teacher Librarian
Sylvia Park School

The project aimed to find out how the school library made a difference to ākonga students.
What did your project aim to address, achieve, test or
explore?
This project aimed to find out which of the resources,
services and programmes in our school library, Te
Puna Ngoi, make the most difference to the ākonga at
Sylvia Park School in the target aspirations of hauora
(wellbeing) and pakirehua (inquiry). The intended
outcome of this project was to enable my future planning
but also to be able to tell an evidenced story of the
benefits of our school library to our Senior Leadership
Team and Board of Trustees.
Evaluation or exploratory research? What
methodology did you use?
I used evaluation and in order to capture authentic
and honest student opinion, I needed to have students
involved in the planning and testing of this evaluation
of our service. I engaged two focus groups of Year
4 - 6 students who gave the initial rounds of data for
this project and then drove the development of the
evaluation tool we would use with all the senior students.
Did you use existing practice, build on existing
practice, or try out new ways of doing evaluation /
research?
I was really inspired by the evaluation techniques
shared by Marge in our first sessions, and by the other
participants in our groups. The evaluation framework
was an essential tool to keep me focused and to
unpack my intended outcomes so I could use the most
appropriate evaluation activities for my purpose.
Focus groups and surveys are not new or original
so I looked at some available work done by other
organisations about doing these with children. An
especially useful report to me was How to … use
focus groups: get the most from them by the National
Foundation for Educational Research. From these I
learned about using icebreakers, even if the participants
know each other, and using tactile facilitation strategies.

To ignite discussion with each group about the ways
that we could gather information from a large group of
people, we looked at the ways that local institutions like
Auckland Libraries and the Auckland Museum have used
interactive displays to capture opinion. I was hoping that
some of the students may have experienced these and
be able to relate to what we were trying to do. The end
product survey that we ended up using was created
from the suggestions and ideas of the students in the
focus groups.
How did you proto-type your data collection tool?
The student focus groups drafted, prototyped and
edited the survey tool so participants could select what
was important to them from a number of illustrated
options. Each group had some Te Puna Ngoi super
users and some reluctant users to try and get a variety
of perspectives. These groups independently told me
about what was important to them in Te Puna Ngoi.
Then they looked at ways to gather feedback from
everyone else and said they wanted to do a survey
where students could select what was valuable to them.
To ensure the students would be honest, they suggested
that it was an individual, anonymous and private voting
process using paper, not digital.
The focus groups went through several brainstorming
and sorting sessions to create the items for students
to select as ‘things that help them’ in hauora and
pakirehua. This process needed careful facilitation to
ensure everyone’s voices carried the same importance
in discussions and that there was a good overview of all
the different things that happen in Te Puna Ngoi. One
of the benefits of having two groups was that they could
test each other’s lists and create a combined list of items
that they felt made a difference to students in the focus
areas.
As the focus groups tested the first prototypes of the
survey, it became clear that some of the statements we
had made were unclear or ambiguous. At this point,
having representatives from our target groups co-
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Examples of the posters to display in Te Puna Ngoi to share the results. Image credit: Esther Casey.

having representatives from our target groups cocreating the survey became invaluable. They unpacked,
discussed, debated and reworded until they felt we were
using exactly the right ‘kid speak’ language to identify
the resource, service or programme we intended.
To further ensure that all our survey participants
understood what we meant, we added an image to
illustrate each item.

• Te Puna Ngoi is a safe, relaxing place

Who was involved?

• I learn how to be a better researcher

The focus groups were two groups of 8 to 12 year old
children, ranging from very frequent users of our school
library to those who reluctantly came with their classes.
Together, we created the survey that was completed
by nearly all of our year 4 to 8 students as their classes
visited Te Puna Ngoi. We had responses from over 200
students.

• I learn about different and reliable websites

The students had eight items for each focus area and
were invited to select the things that they felt helped
them the most in hauora or pakirehua. They could
choose more than one thing but were discouraged from
choosing all eight items. There was also an option to
add anything else they felt was important but not one of
the items to select. Additionally, students were invited
to identify their one favourite thing about Te Puna Ngoi,
and one thing they would change.
What did your data reveal?
The results were not surprising to me, but provide
valuable evidence of the importance of the school library
beyond the more obvious aims of reading promotion and
achievement.
We found out that the three things from Te Puna Ngoi
that make a difference to most students’ hauora are:

• Reading makes me feel calm
• Watching the livestream makes me feel good
The three things from Te Puna Ngoi that make a
difference to most students’ pakirehua are:
• Books help me to learn

How will you practically or strategically use the data
you collected?
The data we collected was able to be used as evidence
of the value of the school library to support the school
wide focus areas and feed into long term planning
for the ways that the library is further integrated into
learning and teaching.
If you could share one nugget of wisdom / one top
tip with another library service about evaluation /
research, what would it be?
Kids are funny and have quirky (to us), cool brains! If you
really want to learn something from them, make sure
you’ve got some of those quirky cool brains planning
with you.
What’s next?
The next things to do are to build on these in planning
and share the results with our school community. I
would also like to survey our younger students to learn
more about the things that they value.
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Top left: Some of the completed surveys. Top right: A statement from one of the survey participants indicating the value of the school library for social wellbeing.
Bottom left: One student identified the atmosphere as their favourite thing in Te Puna Ngoi.
Bottom right: One of the focus groups sorting some ideas early in the planning process. Image credits: Esther Casey
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PARLIAMENTARY LIBRARY
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

Geoffrey Lush
Research Advisor
Library and Research Service

The project aimed to evaluate customer satisfaction and knowledge of library products and services.
Evaluation or exploratory research? What
methodology did you use?
I used exploratory research using secondary or
published research about customer satisfaction and
research on library service provision and development
and I also did primary research, collecting customer
feedback using an online survey distrbuted by
SurveyMonkey and in-depth interviews.
What did your project aim to address, achieve, test or
explore?

from fellow course participants on the type and nature
of questions asked and how the wording of different
questions might be received by survey participants.
Different versions of question wording were tried over
the month. The input from the course facilitator as well
as participants assisted, and I used the management,
engagement and research resources available at my
workplace as well.
If you could share one nugget of wisdom/one top
tip with another library service about evaluation/
research, what would it be?

The project aimed to assess the level of customer
Programme completion assisted in directing
knowledge regarding library products and services
collaborative efforts across my colleagues, including
via targeted questioning
managers and other
of customers through the
team(s) members, and
survey. The response rate and
also towards assistance
It doesn’t matter whether you’re in a
responses would also indicate
outside my immediate
small or large library, whether you’re
levels of customer involvement
library group, including
sole charge or part of a larger team, or
with the library and the llbrary’s
service development staff
in a specialist research, educational
positioning.
and others associated
or public library, being part of the
with staff surveys and
programme has taught me that other
Who was involved?
their delivery to wider
people wonder about exactly the
audiences. Another
same kind of things when it comes to
My research project comprised
nugget of wisdom that
framing their research questions or
developing a customer
I could share from the
how they should approach research
satisfaction survey, distributed
LIANZA Evaluation and
into evaluation and impact!
randomly online to 200
Impact programme is that
customers of the Library and
you’re not alone when it
Research Service.
comes to pondering evaluation and impact issues at
your library. It doesn’t matter whether you’re in a small
or large library, whether you’re sole charge or part of a
Did you use existing practice, build on existing
larger team, or in a specialist research, educational or
practice, or try out new ways of doing evaluation/
public library, being part of the programme has taught
research?
me that other people wonder about exactly the same
I mainly used existing practice at my workplace but
kind of things when it comes to framing their research
knowledge from the programme helped build on the
questions or how they should approach research into
existing practice. The knowledge obtained during the
evaluation and impact!
LIANZA Evalution and Impact programme assisted
prototyping my questionnaire and obtaining feedback
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New Zealand Parliament. Image credit: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:NZ_Parliament_Buildings_2020-06-26.jp

What have you learnt about evaluation/research
through the training, community of practice and
prototyping experience?

What would you say to someone who was thinking of
taking part in a future LIANZA Evaluation & Impact
programme but were unsure whether to go ahead?

The project I was involved with has assisted in raising
the library profile and demonstrating a commitment to
customer awareness and attention to service delivery
for library customers as well as broader library-related
teams at Parliament.

The programme requirements are definitely achievable
with other busy workloads – that’s not to say that the
Zoom meetings and what is required for them doesn’t
come up all of a sudden when you’ve got an otherwise
busy workload, but everything is definitely achievable.
Readings and programme notes are available online
and there is the opportunity to socially communicate
with other programme participants using Slack.
Other benefits of the programme include being able
to communicate very easily with Marge Ainsley, our
programme facilitator.

What are the implications for your future approaches
with evaluation/research as a result of taking part in
this programme?
Evaluation and research are now included as a central
strategic component of library initiatives.
How will you practically or strategically use the data
you collected?
The data collected will assist with future library product/
service development.
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AUCKLAND LIBRARIES NGĀ PĀTAKA KŌRERO O TĀMAKI MAKAURAU
EVALUATION OF WORKING WITH COMMUNITIES HUI
Hamish Lindop
Innovation Capability Coach
Auckland Council

The project aimed to evaluate a hui held for a newly-formed department.
What did your project aim to address, achieve, test or
explore?
I wanted to evaluate a prototype Working with
Communities Hui. The hui was an opportunity for people
from different parts of the newly-formed Connected
Communities department in Auckland Council to come
together, engage in whanaungatanga, and start to share
knowledge and perspectives. This included library staff,
community empowerment/development practictioners,
and community places staff, as well as others. I wanted
to evaluate two main aspects:
• What was the positive impact of the hui? Were there
emergent or unexpected benefits, or were the
benefits those that were expected from the outset?
• In terms of process and format, what worked well and
what were the pain points for attendees that might
be addressed or improved?
Who was involved?
Library staff, community empowerment practitioners,
and community places staff, as well as a few others from
associated “neighbour departments”.
If you could share one nugget of wisdom/one top
tip with another library service about evaluation/
research, what would it be?
Participating in the course confirmed the main thing
I’d learnt from my previous experience with evaluation:
obviously evaluation is invaluable both in terms of
communicating value and impact and also improving
practice, but it’s very much counter to the action
and output focused organisational culture in most
organisations. Therefore the main thing is to actually do
it and keep doing it, and build the habit, and in the first
instance figure out what the “minimum viable” habit is
that can be sustained.

What have you learnt about evaluation/research
through the training, community of practice and
prototyping experience?
I did get a simple insight when I did the project: I hadn’t
expected so much of the feedback of the positive
impact of the hui to be about “invigoration”, and had
been focussing more about knowledge exchange and
opportunities to collaborate. But the vast majority of the
positive feedback was about feeling invigorated and
connected by the experience, which was a motivational
impact more than a practical one. These non-obvious
insights are what I love about evaluation.
What are the implications for your future approaches
with evaluation/research as a result of taking part in
this programme?
I have been “lifted and shifted” into a community
innovation team which has really strong evaluation
practice, so I will benefit a lot from being part of that
group and being challenged by my peers to be rigourous
in my evaluation. Actually what the programme showed
me was that I already knew quite a bit about evaluation
and so I should trust my own experience, and the main
thing for me is to actually do it.
How will you practically or strategically use the data
you collected?
My work programme has been reshaped so I am not
immediately using the learnings practically. However it
was a good learning experience to think about ways to
connect people up across the organisation that I may
utilise in future work.
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What’s been the single biggest benefit from being
involved in this LIANZA Initiative for you or your
organisation so far?

What would you say to someone who was thinking of
taking part in a future LIANZA Evaluation & Impact
programme but were unsure whether to go ahead?

Gaining confidence in my abilities and experience, and
being reminded to practically use them to create real
world value, not just have them be “nice ideas”.

If you are thinking to just get started in evaluation and
want a supportive learning environment this programme
could be good for you.

Which words would you use to describe your
experience in this evaluation and impact initiative ?
Confidence building.
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MENTAL HEALTH FOUNDATION

SUPPORTING STAFF TO ‘ENGAGE WITH EVIDENCE’

Helena Westwick
Research and Evaluation Specialist

The aim of project was to explore the feasibility of a peer information-sharing programme.
What did your project aim to address, achieve, test or
explore?
My project aimed to explore whether Mental Health
Foundation staff would participate in an peer information
sharing programme, like a journal club. I wanted to know
how they could contribute and what what success would
mean to them. The aims of the programme could be:
• to encourage and support staff engagement with
evidence,

at all-team meetings, sharing findings with the wider
organisation at team and staff meetings and through
our e-newsletter. I also shared some specific findings
with our organisational development manager as they
had implications for wider organisational knowledge
management and organisational learning strategies.
What have you learnt about evaluation/research
through the training, community of practice and
prototyping experience?

• to provide a catalyst for it to happen in a new way,

I’ve both consolidated and expanded my knowledge of
evaluation theory, techniques
• to lighten the load of
and tools. The community
keeping on top of
of practice was a great
research,
This has been a most exciting
networking opportunity and
professional development opportunity.
• to broaden and deepen
forum for sharing ideas and
The content has been immediately
knowledge and
learning from others. I didn’t
relevant to my work and the
understanding of mental
really prototype my project
combination of formats – workshops,
health related issues and
as such, I just went straight
projects and community of practice
work.
in. But I had done surveys
- have made it a rich and very social
before, so may have had a
experience.
head start when it came to
Who was involved?
design and use of Survey
The participants were Mental
Monkey. I tried out several of the tools that Marge told
Health Foundation staff - potentially about 45 people.
us about and used a variety of ways to communicate
findings. Being part of this programme also helped
to frame my project with deadlines which gave it
Did you use existing practice, build on existing
momentum.
practice, or try out new ways of doing evaluation/
research?
I built on existing practice and used Survey Monkey
to run a short survey. This survey aimed to find out if
staff were interested in participating, what they thought
would make a journal club or information sharing
programme successful, what benefits they would want to
gain, what topics they would be interested in including
and how much time they thought was reasonable for
preparation,
New things I tried included presenting the survey so it
was visually interesting; promoting it in new ways e.g.

If you could share one nugget of wisdom/one top
tip with another library service about evaluation/
research, what would it be?
My project was simple and didn’t take too long. Apart
from getting some interesting results, it also helped
to challenge my own assumptions. I was also in the
position of being able to take some concrete actions
based on the results. Doing this project as part of the
LIANZA Evaluation and Impact programme gave it some
additional gravitas.
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How will you practically or strategically use the data
you collected?
I have used the project findings as support to start a new
programme which is currently called the Curiosity Club.
We have met once, and I evaluated the event.
More broadly, I’ve shared learnings from the LIANZA
Evaluation and Impact programme with the wider
organisation through an internal enewsletter. I’m
planning to use some of the templates for my internal
surveys too.
What are the implications for your future approaches
with evaluation/research as a result of taking part in
this programme?
The implications for future approaches to new
evaluations include: make use of planning and logic
model tools, think outside the square of Survey Monkey,
try to incorporate the perspective of the non-user,
communicate findings in new and innovative ways.

This has been a most exciting professional development
opportunity. The content has been immediately relevant
to my work and the combination of formats – workshops,
projects and community of practice - have made it a rich
and very social experience.
What would you say to someone who was thinking of
taking part in a future LIANZA Evaluation & Impact
programme but were unsure whether to go ahead?
This programme is very well organised and hugely
worthwhile. It is targeted at libraries and information
service, but the lessons are applicable in many
evaluation contexts. As long as projects are not too big
and well thought out, the workload is not too onerous.
Evaluation is something that should be part of the
process of ongoing review and development of libraries
and information services. I’d highly recommend this
programme.

What’s been the single biggest benefit from being
involved in this LIANZA Iniative for you or your
organisation so far?

WORD CLOUD
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DEVONPORT LIBRARY TE PĀTAKA KŌRERO O TE HAU

STORIES AND THOUGHTS ABOUT TE REO AND TE AO MĀORI JOURNEY

Jeanne Clifton
Librarian Programme and Events
Auckland Libraries

The project aimed to find out more about the participant’s te Reo and te Ao Māori journey.
What did your project aim to address, achieve, test or
explore?
Being accepted on a year-long evaluation and impact
initiative offered by LIANZA gave me a wonderful
opportunity to study an on-going programme held in
the library specifically for our Devonport community –
and supported by an enthusiastic delivery partner – Te
Wānanga o Aotearoa, a wānanga that offers free, tertiary
learning.

How did you collect your data?
Due to time constraints this was more a learning
experience rather than a full research project, meant
I couldn’t reach all the students. I used three data
collection tools.
Written Questions Ngā Patai
• When did you start your te Reo/te Ao Māori journey
and what was your motivation?

Evaluation or exploratory research? What
methodology did you use?

• How has this journey impacted you and how do you
see it affecting you in the future?

My methodology is exploratory research. Evaluation is
looking to see if an established programme needs to
be changed or improved, exploratory research wants
to find out more about what
is happening and why – “The
Neverending Story”.

• Do you want to continue your learning and how
would you like that learning to be supported within
the community? (eg: self managing with like minded
people or in a continued
learning environment)

•
All seven classes
My main advice in doing evaluation
have been locals from the
An earlier co-design project
or research is to be unafraid! The
Devonport community – can
had discovered that Devonport
key is the question – what do you
you see this making a real
locals wanted to learn te
want to know and are you going to
and lasting difference in
Reo and I reached out to Te
accept the answer?
Wānanga o Aotearoa who
Devonport?
offered to come and take
I added a note to these
classes at the library. This is
questions telling them why I
now the third year these classes have been offered,
was asking, and also that they could answer truly from
with seven classes at differing levels, each class having
themselves and did not need to fit into a format.
approximately 25 students, all living in Devonport.
The desire to use exploratory research came from a
need to know how the classes were going. Stebbins
(2001) said he felt that exploratory research should be
qualitative and that it allows for a researcher to be more
creative. For me, asking questions and hearing people’s
stories and thoughts enable me to visualise a more
layered picture.
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Te Pātaka Kōrero o Te Hau Kapua. Image credit: Jeanne Clifton.

Focus Group
I held a focus group with ten volunteers. I have not
intitiated a focus group on my own before. It was a great
learning curve for me and I had to consider the need to
have a central purpose, to encourage them to be honest
and free with their thoughts yet create an environment
where purposeful information is gathered.
One on one interviews
I found learning to listen and draw a person out can lead
to the most amazing and rewarding discussions.
If you could share one nugget of wisdom/one top
tip with another library service about evaluation/
research, what would it be?
My main advice in doing evaluation or research is to be
unafraid! The key is the question – what do you want to
know and are you going to accept the answer?

What would you say to someone who was thinking of
taking part in a future LIANZA Evaluation & Impact
programme but were unsure whether to go ahead?
If you are wondering about doing this course, then
I would say go ahead! Not only will you learn and
discover new tools to use, it reinforced for me the why
of what I love to do – creating programmes, community
engagement and supporting our many and varied
customers.
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INFORMATION SERVICES

EVALUATING A NEW CURRENT AWARENESS SERVICE
Jennifer Klarwill
Principal Adviser Information Services
Department of Corrections
The project aimed to evaluate a new current awareness information service offered
during COVID 19 lockdown.
What did your project aim to address, achieve, test,
or explore?
I wanted to evaluate a new service provided to
Department of Corrections staff during the COVID 19
lockdown between March and May 2020.
An incident team was implemented to coordinate the
Department’s response to the pandemic. It needed to
protect those on custodial and community sentences
and their whanau as well as 10,000 staff nationwide.
The team needed a regular current awareness service
to supply vital information about hygiene, PPE,
managing visits and other critical information to assist
with managing a novel disease outbreak. Information
was sourced from the World Prison Brief, an online
database providing free access to information on prison
systems around the world. The format I designed aimed
to be read easily with links to information from each
jurisdiction.
After the initial pandemic response, we gradually
stopped producing it, allowing time for feedback.
Nobody responded so it was discontinued in October
2020.
The evaluation and impact course has been the perfect
opportunity to find out what staff thought about the
service and whether it had impact on their work.
We also thought that this might help to inform the
information centre’s future planning. We’re a small team
so we would only undertake a commitment to a regular
current awareness service if it added value to staff in
their work for the department.
Who was involved?
The policy team were the primary users of the current
awareness service, as they were tasked with providing
advice to the incident team. They were happy to be part
of the focus group discussion.

Did you use existing practice, build on existing
practice, or try out new ways of doing evaluation/
research?
To evaluate the service, I chose to collect data through
focus groups – there would be no right or wrong
answers. I wanted to ask the users several questions.
Most burning was – did they like the service? Followed
by – did they read it? What impact did it have on their
work? Would they use an enhanced current awareness
service if it was offered in the future? I wanted to know
learn more about the user’s perspective of the service
especially around the email format and its usefulness. I
also was interested in determining if a current awareness
service could be delivered with or instead of our regular
journal table of contents service.
I planned a focus group discussion session for late
August. Nine participants agreed to attend and eight
had received a copy of the World Prison Brief regularly. I
also invited the brief’s author to assist with moderation
and answering additional questions.
The session was held online as Aotearoa was under a
Level 4 lockdown owing to a community outbreak of
Covid-19. This presented a few challenges, and some
participants were redeployed to assist with emergency
responses. One participant was unable to attend the
discussion but submitted written answers and five
participants attended via video conference link.
What did the participants think about the service?
All participants were happy to share their thoughts and
opinions on the prison brief. They were especially keen
to discuss how it added value to their work during the
early days of NZ’s epidemic response when information
demand outstripped supply.
“We used it as background research for informing our
key decision-makers”
“Saved a lot of time by not having to do the literature
search myself!”
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Participants found the email format useful “easy to
search” and “over time it (the brief ) could be developed
into a useful product”
I think that the way information is organised, by
country and/or state jurisdiction may have confused
some participants – they “would like to see themes or
subjects” although there was concern that this “could be
too much work”.
Would it enhance the info centre user experience?
“Having the title and location of the link was great and
very useful. Getting these on a regular basis was also
very helpful”.
How will you practically or strategically use the data
you collected?
Overall, there was strong support for the World Prison
Brief – the email format was popular, and it was easy to
read. It assisted staff when the COVID-19 pandemic was
in its early stages. All agreed that it could enhance their
information centre user experience in future. However,

as the information centre team noted…” (we would)
prefer to test the concept of a themed newsletter with a
small group before sharing with a wider audience…and
a broader, theme-based product has real potential to be
useful to our policy colleagues”.
The outcome will feed into information centre future
planning and assist with informing a draft information
management strategy.
What’s been the benefit from being involved in this
LIANZA Evaluation and Impact Initiative for you or
your organisation so far?
It was great to be able to utilise the LIANZA Evaluation
and Impact course for a ‘real life’ project. I was super
excited to be able to know how to ask our customers
what they thought – and it was super easy! I plan to
use what I learnt from Marge Ainsley to do some more
customer research, and this will help us to deliver a great
service for our customers.

WORLD PRISON FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION
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ASHBURTON PUBLIC LIBRARY

ASSESSING CLUB AND COMMUNITY ORGANISATION NEEDS
Jill Watson
Library Manager
Ashburton District Council
The project aimed to learn more about what local clubs and organisations
needed in the planned, new library space.
What did your project aim to address, achieve, test,
or explore?
When this training began, there was virtually no
programming taking place at Ashburton Public Library.
This made it tricky to assess how events or other
offerings had been rated by the public. I decided to
design a questionnaire for clubs and organisations who
may wish to use the new library and civic centre, due to
open in early 2023
The new library, Te Pātaka o kā Tuhituhi, will provide
an opportunity for the library to attract new users and
engage more with the community. There will be spaces
in the new building for clubs and organisations to use for
a wide range of meetings, activities, displays and events.
Evaluation or exploratory
research? What methodology
did you use?
The methodology was
exploratory research, but
on a theoretical level. Staff
contributed ideas, especially
the newly appointed New
Zealand Libraries Partnership
Programme Community
Engagement Co-ordinator.

in using the resources and spaces provided. We also
wanted to find out how the library spaces could be made
welcoming for clubs or organisations.
What are the implications for your future approaches
with evaluation/research because of taking part in
this programme?
We have started an increasing number of digital and
community programmes at the library, and we can
devise evaluation methods for those going forward, with
the skills taken from this course.

Evaluation will add a level of reporting on programmes
and events which far transcends the attendance
figures. It will also generate
valuable suggestions for future
activities. I had not realised
Evaluation will add a level of
the value of evaluation before
reporting on programmes and
undertaking this course, but
events which far transcends the
now will build it into future
attendance figures. It will also
programming design.

generate valuable suggestions for
future activities. I had not realised
the value of evaluation before
undertaking this course, but now
will build it into future programming
design.

“Keep it simple” was a major
lesson I took from the examples and readings on
the LIANZA Evaluation and Impact workshops. The
examples that were most intriguing and attractive from
the course were easy and fun, and not too wordy. In
this case, I took a very simple idea and made up an
extremely elaborate questionnaire. Its saving grace may
be that the clubs and organisations have an incentive to
cope with the level of detail it requires.
The survey aimed to gather information to find out
which groups in the community would be interested

What would you say to
someone who was thinking
of taking part in a future
LIANZA Evaluation & Impact
programme but were unsure
whether to go ahead?

The course was collegial, interesting, and full of varied
approaches and types of libraries. It was great to
interact with so many librarians and hear their views and
ideas. Marge was an inspiration, and Ana was awesome
at keeping the course on track and solving any problems
that arose. I would highly recommend the programme to
others.
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AUCKLAND LIBRARIES NGĀ PĀTAKA KŌRERO O TĀMAKI MAKAURAU
BETTER DIGITAL FUTURES FOR SENIORS
Jo Cocker
Digital Literacy Specialist
Auckland Council

The project aimed to evaluate a collaborative digital literacy pilot programme.
Evaluation or exploratory research? What
methodology did you use?
The primary methodology I chose to use was diary
studies. This methodology is underutilized in research
mainly due to the long term commitment required and
the large volume of qualitative data it produces. It is
mainly used in UX design, product testing and medical
research as part of longitudinal studies. The depth of the
qualitative data captured also creates an opportunity
for capturing experiences for storytelling. It provides
rich insights into the real life impact of a participant’s
engagement with a product, programme or service and
for that reason I chose it for my project.
What did your project aim to address, achieve, test or
explore?

amongst senior communities
3. Ensure consistent outreach and delivery
4. Remove barriers to accessing digital literacy
programmes including lack of technological
resources, geographical location, transport, and
availability.
Who was involved?
The project was a collbaoration between multiple
regional and national stakeholders:
• Auckland Council Connected Communities Teams
which included advisors, strategic brokers and
library staff,
• Three Auckland local boards

• Digital Inclusion Alliance Aotearoa
I evaluated the impact of a collaborative digital literacy
pilot programme delivered across multiple local board
• Two contracted vendors
areas. The audience for
the pilot was seniors aged
Did you use existing practice,
65+. It was developed
This work will really help to
build on existing practice,
using the Digital Inclusion
inform how we develop and
or try out new ways of doing
Alliance Aotearoa’s (DIAA)
deliver digital literacy and other
evaluation/research?
“Better Digital Futures for
programmes for seniors in the
Seniors” pathways. Through
This is a new way of evaluating
future. It may also help to support
collaboration with multiple
programmes in Auckland
community engagement training
stakeholders the pilot sought
Libraries. Typically public
and development as it highlighted
to increase both the frequency
programmes are evaluated
the importance of having strong
and accessability of digital
using feedback surveys. I
relationships with a diverse network
literacy programmes in the
wanted to get richer data which
of community stakeholders and
local board areas and address
to understand not just the the
delivery partners to maximise
several identified barriers
short term impacts but the
successful outcomes and have a
to digital participation and
potential medium and long term
positive impact.
social inclusion in the 65+
impact the course may have on
age group. The four main aims
participants. Diaries enabled
were:
particpants to map their progress over time, connect
their learning and development to their day to day lives,
1. Increase social connection
be more reflective about the impact of the course and
2. Build confidence and skills with digital technology
also importantly to identify where it was not impacting.
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Long-term outcomes are hard to measure, this
methodology creates a strong rapport with participants
and can facililate further engagement to help measure
ongoing impact and also create opportunities for
storytelling, which has become more prevelant as a
methodology for demonstrating and relaying the social
value of libraries.
If you could share one nugget of wisdom/one top
tip with another library service about evaluation/
research, what would it be?
This evaluation method requires substantial time
commitment. Begin by clearly framing your aims and
objectives to develop the particpant guidance and make
it simple to follow. Be clear about your expectations
with particpants and keep in touch with them through
the duration of the evaluation to monitor the process
and provide an opportunity for them to ask questions.
If you can use an online tool – do it! It will really help
when it comes to the final analysis and ensure a level of
consistency.

How will you practically or strategically use the data
you collected?
I have a lot of raw data which has generated useful
insights which go beyond the original aims of the
project. This work will really help to inform how
we develop and deliver digital literacy and other
programmes for seniors in the future. It may also
help to support community engagement training
and development as it highlighted the importance of
having strong relationships with a diverse network
of community stakeholders and delivery partners to
maximise successful outcomes and have a positive
impact.
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KAIKOHE LIBRARY

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK ON PRE-SCHOOL PROGRAMMES
Joanna Boyd
Senior Librarian
Far North District Libraries

The project aimed to find out what the community know about the library’s preschool programmes.
What did your project aim to address, achieve, test or
explore?
My project aim was to find out whether parents/
caregivers with children under five knew our library held
two weekly preschool programmes, and what barriers
they may face in being able to attend.
Evaluation or exploratory research? What
methodology did you use?
I used an exploratory research method and our data
collection was an online survey.
Who was involved? e.g. delivery partners, staff, local
communities, participants?
I tried to involve our local community in various ways:
asking community groups to share the survey, posting
it on our Facebook page plus sharing it to other pages,
and targeting those who came into the library with
preschoolers and babies. Some were participants of our
preschool programmes but most were not.
Did you use existing practice, build on existing
practice, or try out new ways of collecting data?
I had made a survey many years ago, so was building
on a practice I had tried before. This time I created
an online survey with Google forms. This was linked
from our Facebook page, as well as being available
on a Chromebook at the library or emailing the link to
potential participants. Face to face and sending emails
got the most responses.
If you could share one nugget of wisdom/one top
tip with another library service about evaluation/
research, what would it be?
One top tip to share would be to analyse your data early
in the survey phase, to find out what potentially useful

information you might be missing. I made several early
changes to my survey but it wasn’t until after the survey
finished, that I realised I had missed the opportunity to
ask those who knew about our programmes ‘how did
you find out about them?’ This would have been helpful
in discovering the effectiveness of our communication
methods – thus raising our awareness of another
potential barrier.
What have you learnt about evaluation/research
through the training, community of practice and
prototyping experience?
There are many different ways you can ‘do’ exploratory
research, using post-it notes, emojis and other creative
methods. It was valuable to talk within in our cohorts
and realise we all struggle with similar issues - such as,
how to make a start, what questions to ask, best ways
of engaging with our people groups. Starting small and
being ‘scrappy’ (modifying as you go using an agile
approach) was a great way of getting started without
feeling like you had to have it all sorted beforehand!
What are the implications for your future approaches
with evaluation/research as a result of taking part in
this programme?
Next time I would like to try more creative ways of
gathering information and starting more simply.
Research doesn’t have to be done ‘all at once’ if it’s done
in a way that is fun and at the point of contact.
How will you practically or strategically use the data
you collected?
One of the main things that came out of the survey
results was how many people didn’t know about our
preschool programmes: 29 out of 45 responses (nearly
65%). This shows we need to make a plan for more
strategic and effective advertising.
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What would you say to someone who was thinking of
taking part in a future LIANZA Evaluation & Impact
programme but were unsure whether to go ahead?

librarians around NZ and discovering those with similar
questions, as well as the diversity of others’ research and
approaches, was very interesting and worthwhile.

This course is definitely worthwhile doing – the
knowledge I gained and the experience in putting this
into practice was useful, even though it wasn’t always
easy to do so timewise. Getting to connect with other

SLIDES
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WELLINGTON MEDICAL AND HEALTH SCIENCES LIBRARY
EXPLORE A FUTURE NEW ZEALAND HEALTH LIBRARY SERVICE
Kareen Carter
Health Sciences Librarian
University of Otago, Wellington

The project aimed to explore the future of a NZ health library service.
What did your project aim to address, achieve, test,
or explore?
My initial project was to "Explore a future DHB Library
service", with an emphasis on a two DHB model, based
on a merger of the Hutt Valley and Capital and Coast
District Health Boards. My project focus changed to
“Explore a future New Zealand Health Library Service,”
following the Government’s announcement in April, of
the dissolution of the country’s 20 district health boards
on June 30, 2022.

their experience, knowledge, and information for
benchmarking across the sector.
If you could share one nugget of wisdom/one top
tip with another library service about evaluation/
research, what would it be?
Do it. But give it the time that it merits. Evidence
informed practice is important particularly when you
need to demonstrate return on investment and the
impact of services, for the communities you serve.

Evaluation or exploratory research? What
methodology did you use?
I used exploratory research
and used a survey gathering
qualitative and quantitative
data.
Who was involved? e.g.,
delivery partners, staff, local
communities, participants?

Evidence informed practice is
important particularly when you
need to demonstrate return on
investment and the impact of
services, for the communities you
serve.

The survey was sent to 19 district health board library
managers and 14 responses were received.
Did you use existing practice, build on existing
practice, or try out new ways of doing evaluation/
research?
This built on existing practice, i.e., the DHB Library
Managers are a collegial group, open to sharing

What are the implications
for your future approaches
with evaluation/research as
a result of taking part in this
programme?
Recognise the value of
dedicating time to the research
process in helping to inform
current work and strategic
planning. Evidence based
practice and decision making.

How will you practically or strategically use the data
you collected?
The survey findings are being used in the current work
being undertaken by the LIANZA Health SIG to help
inform a future library service for the NZ Health and
Disability workforce.
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LINWOOD LIBRARY TE KETE WĀNANGA O IHUTA
IMPACT OF CUP OF TEA EVENTS ON SOCIAL WELL-BEING
Katie Brazil
Associate Team Leader
Christchurch City Libraries

This project aimed to understand the social well-being impact of the cup of tea events.
Evaluation or exploratory research? What
methodology did you use?
To evaluate the programme I used an adapted logic
model evaluation framework template.
What did your evaluation project aim to address,
achieve, test or explore etc.
A new programme has been set up in one of CCL’s
branches based in a lower decile urban area. The aim
was to build a stronger community by reducing social
isolation, breaking down barriers and connecting people
together. My evaluation was to see whether this aim had
been reached.

participant from wandering with their dialogue. Longer
length interviews take a lot of time to transcribe and
there is often a lot of padding words. Ensure that the
length of time is relative to what you want to get.
What have you learnt about evaluation/research
through the LIANZA training, community of practice
and prototyping experience?

I have learnt that it is very important when evaluating
something that you use an evaluation model to ensure
you have the aims etc outlined so you have something
to evaluate against afterwards. I realised that often when
I was evaluating an initiative, I was evaluating how it
had run logistically on the day, not if I had succeeded in
Who was involved? e.g. delivery partners, staff, local
my aims. When I went back to evaluate a programme
that I hadn’t thought had been
communities, participants?
successful previously as there
I went along to two of the
hadn’t been a huge turnout,
cup of tea events to observe
I have learnt that it is very important
using this method I realise it
and interviewed two staff
when evaluating something that you
had been successful as the
members and four cup of tea
use an evaluation model to ensure
event had been run to build
participants.
you have the aims etc outlined so
up a community stakeholder
you have something to evaluate
relationship not to get a huge
against afterwards.
Did you use existing practice,
footcount.
build on existing practice,
or try out new ways of doing
What are the implications for your future approaches
evaluation/research?
with evaluation/research as a result of taking part in
Whilst I used existing practices such as observations and
this programme?
evaluations these are not usual ways that we internally
In future I will definitely use the adopted logic evaluation
evaluate programmes at the moment.
model when I am planning an event and then use
it to evaluate my event afterwards. I have designed
a template similar to the one we were shown in the
If you could share one nugget of wisdom/one top
community of practice. I have used words that our
tip with another library service about evaluation/
organisation uses and less formal, niche wording to
research, what would it be?
make it easy to use and understand. I have shared this
When planning to interview participants keep the
with my team and asked them all to use it when coming
interviews succinct and have a clear idea of the
up with a new idea/ event/programme.
questions that you want to ask the participants
beforehand. Have methods available to you to stop the
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AUCKLAND LIBRARIES NGĀ PĀTAKA KŌRERO O TĀMAKI MAKAURAU
STAFF ADULT LITERACY AWARENESS AND CAPABILITY
Kirstin Kane
Literacy Lead
Auckland Libraries

The project aimed to identify staff adult literacy awareness and capability.
Evaluation or exploratory research? What
methodology did you use?
I was hopeful that I would be able to use this as an
opportunity to do exploratory research on literacy in our
community. However the reality was that I had to work
it into my current work programme so it ended up being
exploratory research and focused on staff understanding
and capability for literacy.
What did your project aim to address, achieve, test or
explore?
The aim was to identify staff awareness and capability
for adult literacy against Auckland Libraries strategic
goal for improving functional literacy. This research has
established a baseline so that we can measure change
over time.
The project aimed to:
• To determine our baseline of staff understanding
of the term literacy and what it means to them in
relation to the work they do on the frontline within
Auckland Libraries.
• To determine the best focus for developing the skills
and capability within our staff resource to grow
thriving communities.
• To identify key areas of development needed to
enhance existing staff literacy knowledge and skills
as well as further build into capabilities.
Who was involved? e.g. delivery partners, staff, local
communities, participants?
I was supported by Allan House, Service Design and
Capability Manager and Nora Czaykowski, Facilitator/
Coordinator for Service Capability. The data was
collected from staff at Auckland Libraries.

Did you use existing practice, build on existing
practice, or try out new ways of doing evaluation/
research?
I used an existing practice with assistance from our staff
capability team to ensure we got the best results. An
online survey was sent to over 1000 Auckland Library
staff and we received 130 completed surveys over the
two-week timeframe. The average time to complete the
survey was 41 minutes.
Questions in the online survey were both quantitative
and qualitative and aimed to find out what staff
understood by literacy, what staff skills and knowledge is
needed to help customers improve literacy, what staff felt
was the important literacy to build a thriving community
and what other organisations their library has partnered
with to improve literacy in their community.
If you could share one nugget of wisdom/one top
tip with another library service about evaluation/
research, what would it be?
Try something different, if we stick to the same methods
we get the same feedback, by trying something new
we have more chance of getting better and different
answers to our questions.
Step outside your comfort zone, yes the library is a good
place to start but there are many people just outside the
door who may be keen to share their opinions with you.
What have you learnt about evaluation/research
through the training, community of practice and
prototyping experience?
Collaboration is not just about sharing our own ideas
but about actively listening to others ideas. We often
think we have the answer but more often than not the
more people you talk with the better you understand
the question and realise that you don’t know the answer
but collectively you can come up with an answer.
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but collectively you can come up with an answer.
Prototyping is essential for trialing new ideas and that
you don’t know what you can achieve until you give it a
go. Even through failure you learn.
What are the implications for your future approaches
with evaluation/research as a result of taking part in
this programme?
To be more open to new ideas and approaches. There
is no one size fits all and often in the past I would stick
with tested methods because I knew what I could do
with the answers, even thought I knew what the answers
would be and what’s the point if I’m not discovering
something new.
How will you practically or strategically use the data
you collected?
I have written a report which has been sent through to
my managers. However nothing further has happened
and I feel like I will need to make the next steps on my
own.

What’s been the single biggest benefit from being
involved in this LIANZA initiative for you?
Networking with others and having them share their
ideas.
What would you say to someone who was thinking of
taking part in a future LIANZA Evaluation & Impact
programme but were unsure whether to go ahead?
Do it, the new concepts and networking alone are worth
the additional time it takes and it’s so beneficial to hear
and see what others are working on.
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WESTLAND DISTRICT LIBRARY TE WHARE PUKAPUKA O TE TAI POUTINI
DO WE BOOST LIBRARY PROGRAMME NUMBERS?
Krystel Woodcock
Children’s and Youth Librarian
Westland District Library
The project aimed to find out how patrons heard about library programmes and to develop a
planning and evaluation plan that could be used for children and youth programmes.

What did your project aim to address, achieve, test,
or explore?
My research project began by finding out how we
currently record and document any information about
our programmes. The findings were minimal, we only
recorded statistics around numbers of people attending
and impromptu satisfaction surveys. These gave us a
very limited indication of how well we were doing but no
success stories.
Marge Ainsley, the facilitator made a very good point,
“There is a human story behind every data point, we
need to tell that story and celebrate our success.”
So began the journey to discover how, as a library,
we can do this. It was time to get scrappy and gather
information.

What did you do and how did it work out?
I began asking library patrons ‘how they heard about
programmes.’ This was a fun quantitative survey that
used pom poms and jars for all the tools we used for
promotion. We discovered which worked best for our
community.
I needed to find out what people knew and understood
about different programmes. When I introduced a new
programme called STEAM club, I wondered do people
know what it is and what benefits it may have for
their child. Another survey revealed that most people
generally knew what was involved but wanted more
detailed information in our promotional materials. Next
year I will run taster programmes or outreach sessions at
schools to allow children an opportunity to find out what
we have on at the library.
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What will you do in the future approaches to evaluate
programmes?
This process of producing quantitative and qualitative
surveys led me to consider the planning process
for children’s programmes. After discussing with my
manager, the lack of a process from idea to delivery, I
identified that we needed something to measure and
monitor our successes and failures. I decided to use
the evaluation project plan form that was introduced by
Marge Ainsley.
Following the ‘plan’ we documented what we will
invest, what tangible things we will do, what changes or
benefit we want, what does success look like, and what
data collection tools will we use. This plan gave a map
and directions for initiating a programme, it also gave
colleagues an opportunity to contribute.
I took it a step further by adding a second process to
follow during the running of a programme. This includes
reflections, feedback, and any photos that document and
celebrate the impact and success.

The project plans have established a significant change
to the way the team formally plan and prepare for library
programmes. I have found that I am more confident
when planning and running programmes as I have clear
goals and expectations.
What would you say to someone who was thinking of
taking part in a future LIANZA Evaluation & Impact
programme but were unsure whether to go ahead?
I can’t sing the praises of LIANZA and Marge Ainsley
enough for planning and delivering this training
programme. If you have the opportunity to do the
LIANZA Evaluation and Impact training, you won’t regret
it. The level of knowledge I have gained has transformed
the way I think about the impact the library has in our
community and how I share this.
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TOKOROA LIBRARY

EFFECTIVENESS OF BOOK-A-LIBRARIAN
Lalita Sudhakar
Team Leader
South Waikato District Council

The aim of this project was to evaluate the effectiveness of the Book-A-Librarian service.
What did your project aim to address, achieve, test or
explore?
The Book-A-Librarian service at the South Waikato
District Libraries started in 2018 but has not been used
by our customers and the community as we thought it
would. This evaluation of the service was undertaken
to find out why the service was not effective. An
evaluation plan was put together, which highlighted the
beneficiaries, inputs, activities, outputs, indicators, data
collection tools and the outcomes.

• What worked – managed to get a small sample [50
responses] and this was done via print survey with
our customers within the library and our library
lovers’ group. This was mostly done face to face with
three basic questions. i.e. Do you know about our
service, Y/N. If N do you wish to know, and do you
wish to sign up for this service. If Y was the service
helpful.
• What failed – was not able to get as big a sample as
we would have liked due to time constraints.

• What was a success – can be concluded that we
The Objectives of the Book-A-librarian service:
got the indications from our respondents that
this service is going to work if it is marketed and
• To manage the increasing
promoted properly via various
trend of customers
means e.g. council’s media
who require assistance
channels, our library website,
Learnings from the evaluation and
with rapidly changing
etc.
the community of practice is that
technology
• To help bridge the gap for
those in our communities
who require e-government
services (which are
increasingly being placed
online) but don’t have
internet access or knowhow.

evaluation can help determine
what works well and what can be
improved in a programme, service
or initiative. We also learnt that
face-to face engagement works
much better than just online or
take-away forms.

• To utilize and celebrate the diverse range of knowhow and skills of our team members.
Who was involved in your evaluation?
The following partners were involved in carrying out this
project – library staff; library users and members of the
library lovers’ group.
Did you use existing practice, build on existing
practice, or try out new ways of doing evaluation/
research?
An existing practice was used i.e. survey handouts and
one-on-one, face-to-face engagement was carried out.

What did you learn about
evaluation/research through
the training, community of
practice and prototyping
experience?

Learnings from the evaluation
and the community of practice
is that evaluation can help
determine what works well and what can be improved
in a programme, service or initiative. We also learnt that
face-to face engagement works much better than just
online or take-away forms.
During the community of practice, breakout room
sessions were a great way to share ideas. Engaging with
the wide range of people from various types of libraries
was a great learning experience to know what other
libraries are doing and that time is a challenging factor
for most of us to undertake projects such as evaluation
of our programs and services within our routine duties.
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How will you use the data you collected?
Practically = use the data to evaluate the usefulness of
this service.
Strategically = use the data to find new ways to promote
the service and seek support from the management.

Which words would you use to describe your
experience in this evaluation and impact initiative ?
The following words can be used to describe my
experience in this evaluation and impact initiative Teamwork. Networking, Collaborative, Engagement.
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NELSON PUBLIC LIBRARIES

COMMUNICATING WITH CUSTOMERS AND EACHING NON-CUSTOMERS
Laura Findlay
Digital Engagement Librarian
Nelson City Council

This project aimed to understand how well the library communicated with customers.

Evaluation or exploratory research? What
methodology did you use?
Exploratory research – with aspects of evaluation.
What did your project aim to address, achieve, test,
or explore?
I wanted to get a better understanding of how well we
communicate with our customers, and how to reach
customers and non-customers who aren’t hearing from
us. This came about because I was writing a weekly
e-newsletter and wanted to understand its worth, to
inform future marketing decisions.
Who was involved? e.g., delivery partners, staff, local
communities, participants?
I tried to reach our community on several different
platforms: on the library floor, at programmes, and
on our social media channels. Getting help from two
colleagues was extremely valuable when doing the
legwork of speaking to customers.
Did you use existing practice, build on existing
practice, or try out new ways of doing evaluation/
research?
We hadn’t done much evaluation in my library previously
and what we had done was largely survey-based. It
was really interesting to experiment with new forms –
both digital and face-to-face and see the merits and
challenges of a variety of forms. Having a combination
of methods yielded insights. Actually getting out from
behind my desk to interview customers in person was
also new. They were happy to talk and answer questions.
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If you could share one nugget of wisdom/one top
tip with another library service about evaluation/
research, what would it be?

What would you say to someone who was thinking of
taking part in a future LIANZA Evaluation & Impact
programme but were unsure whether to go ahead?

Experiment! Try different platforms, tools, and methods.
If they don’t work, you’ll still learn something about
evaluation.
What have you learnt about
evaluation/research through
the training, community of
practice and prototyping
experience?

I found the year-long programme and community
of practice really valuable – it’s not often we get the
opportunity to work with a group of people over this
length of time and I found
the ongoing conversation
Evaluation is something we all
engaging. Marge Ainsley
is a fantastic teacher and
struggle with: it’s hard to make time
clearly very passionate about
for, and it’s not ingrained in our
the subject of evaluation,
processes as part of programme
particularly in community
and service development.
spaces.
It’s helpful to discuss it with

I learnt that, as an industry,
evaluation is something we
colleagues, sharing our evaluation
all struggle with: it’s hard to
attempts, warts and all.
make time for, and it’s not
ingrained in our processes as
part of programme and service
development. It’s helpful to
discuss it with colleagues, sharing our evaluation
attempts, warts and all (as Marge says).
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PARLIAMENTARY LIBRARY

BARRIERS AND ENABLERS TO EVALUATION IN OUR ORGANISATION
Lily Phillips
Kaitohutohu Rangahau/Research Advisor
Library and Research Service

The project aimed to explore the barriers and enablers to evaluation in our organisation.
Evaluation or exploratory research? What
methodology did you use?
Exploratory research.
Did you use existing practice, build on existing
practice, or try out new ways of doing evaluation/
research?
I used existing practice (focus groups and a survey) but
also tried some new approaches. For instance, using
participants’ identification with (preposterous) stock
photos as an icebreaker and conversation starter around
their perceptions of evaluation.
If you could share one nugget of wisdom/one top
tip with another library service about evaluation/
research, what would it be?
Test out your research methods on a colleague who’s
good at giving critical feedback.
What have you learnt about evaluation/research
through the training, community of practice and
prototyping experience?

I’ve learnt some practical tools and methods and got to
see how others incorporate evaluation in their work. It’s
also been an impetus to read widely about evaluation
and connect with colleagues in the library world who
have an interest in it.
How will you practically or strategically use the data
you collected?
It’s been useful as an insight as we develop our
approach to evaluation. It also serves as a benchmark for
future comparison: how have we developed our practice
since this exploratory research?
What’s been the single biggest benefit from being
involved in this LIANZA Evaluation and Impact
initiative for you or your organisation so far?
I think the biggest benefit has been the validation it’s
given to the concept of evaluation in libraries. Having a
community of practice and LIANZA-facilitated course
lends weight to the idea that evaluation is something
important and worthwhile.
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NATIONAL LIBRARY OF NEW ZEALAND, TE PUNA MATAURANGA
EVALUATING A SCHOOL LIBRARY PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

Miriam Tuohy
Senior Specialist, School Library Development
Services to Schools
The project aimed to evaluate a new year-long professional development programme
for school library staff
Evaluation or exploratory research? What
methodology did you use?
I used the monitoring and evaluation framework and the
adapted logic model template that Marge shared with
us.
What did your project aim to address, achieve, test or
explore?

If you could share one nugget of wisdom/one top
tip with another library service about evaluation/
research, what would it be?
Don’t put all your evaluation eggs in one basket! By
which I mean, try a variety of ways to gather evidence
(look for creative and super-easy feedback ideas) and
use them often throughout your research!

What have you learnt about evaluation/research
Services to Schools offered a new year-long professional
through the training, community of practice and
development programme supporting school library
prototyping experience?
staff new to their role. We met
Evaluating the impact of our
online twice each term then
work isn’t easy, and it’s often
follow up with emails, and
Evaluation needs to be a regular
messy! You shouldn’t be afraid
gave individual support as
part of on-going work for everyone
to try things and then adapt
needed. This evaluation was
in the organisation. A ‘little and
as needed – don’t feel like you
done to gain feedback about
often’ approach can help keep on
the professional development
have to ‘get it right’ first time.
top of it, and ensure it isn’t a burden
programme.

for any one person.

Who was involved?
135 school library staff registered for the programme.
Many of my colleagues helped me prepare and host
the meetings, and coordinate follow-ups. Guests at
some sessions included expert school library staff, and
representatives from SLANZA and Public Libraries NZ.
Did you use existing practice, build on existing
practice, or try out new ways of doing evaluation/
research?
We used evaluation methods and tools we’re familiar
with including our own CRM system, Momentive,
participant’s direct feedback, and having them share
their progress with the group.

What are the implications
for your future approaches
with evaluation/research as a
result of taking part in this programme?
Evaluation needs to be a regular part of on-going work
for everyone in the organisation. A ‘little and often’
approach can help keep on top of it, and ensure it isn’t a
burden for any one person.
What would you say to someone who was thinking of
taking part in a future LIANZA Evaluation & Impact
programme but were unsure whether to go ahead?
I highly recommend it. You’ll learn lots about how to
engage with your community to better understand what
they need, gain insights into how you can help them,
and find new ways to share stories that show the impact
of your mahi.
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KERIKERI AND KAWAKAWA LIBRARIES

ASSESSING USEFULNESS OF DIGITAL COMPETENCIES PROGRAMME
Nicola Smith
Senior Librarian
Far North District Council

This project aimed to assess the impact on staff of digital competencies programme.

What did your project aim to address, achieve, test or
explore?
The aim of the exploratory research was to assess the
usefulness of the Digital Driver Licence pilot, a digital
competencies programme developed to assist with
standardised staff digital skills baseline knowledge.
The hypothesis was that staff will increase their digital
skill set through completion of the programme. To test
this hypothsis we required exploratory benchmarking
before the programme started and after completion.
Who was involved? e.g.
delivery partners, staff, local
communities, participants?
Delivery partner staff including
the digital programmess
pecialist and capability
workstream team members)
were involved in initial
programme design, survey
question design and approach.

Don’t be scared of the jargon or work involved in
program/project/idea/event evaluation – it’s well
worth your time and energy to do some investigative
evaluation! It can save a lot of wasted effort at the preworks end and allows for really informed and considered
decision making.
What have you learnt about evaluation/research
through the training, community of practice and
prototyping experience?

That it’s one of the most important steps in any body
of work! I have a natural tendency to focus more on
‘the do’ and have undertaken
a lot of ‘flat’ research without
robust evaluation previously,
Make sure you have the time to
so this experience has been
devote to this, as there’s a lot of
an important reminder of how
gold in attending everything – the
crucial active evaluation is.
cohort group will teach you almost

as much as the amazing facilitator,
it’s a really great learning journey!

Did you use existing practice, build on existing
practice, or try out new ways of doing evaluation/
research?
We tried a new practice as we haven’t historically
undertaken exploratory pre-programme data collection.
Data collection was done through a digital self-review
survey prior to starting the digital competencies
programme and a in-person post-completion
questionnaire.
If you could share one nugget of wisdom/one top
tip with another library service about evaluation/
research, what would it be?

What are the implications
for your future approaches
with evaluation/research as a
result of taking part in this programme?
New ways of looking and thinking about evaluation, at
all levels. We are being more critical and focussed in
our planning, design and delivery of services as a direct
result of this change.
Which words would you use to describe your
experience in this evaluation and impact initiative?
More than I expected – I wish I’d had more time to
devote to this initiaive but I still got a whole lot out of it.
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TARARUA DISTRICT LIBRARY TE WHARE PUKAPUKA O TARARUA
EVALUATING OUR LIBRARY SHOWCASE
Pamela Dais
Administration Librarian
Tararua District Library

The project aimed to evaluate a library showcase event.

Evaluation or exploratory research? What
methodology did you use?

Who was involved? e.g., delivery partners, staff, local
communities, participants?

I used an evaluation research approach. I found the
adapted logic model Evaluation Framework Template
quite logical and straight-forward, so opted to use this to
help identify what aims, goals and outcomes, we were
hoping to achieve.

Library staff, library volunteers, our community of users
and non-users.

What did your project aim to address, achieve, test,
or explore?
I used our upcoming Library Showcase event for my
evaluation project. The event was an opportunity
to showcase our library to the community, by
demonstrating what we offered, such as our VR
Technology, programmes, and groups, amongst other
things. We were hoping to raise the profile of our library
within the district – to make the community more aware
of who we were and what we could do for them.

Did you use existing practice, build on existing
practice, or try out new ways of doing evaluation/
research?
My experience of evaluation was limited to a survey at
the end of a programme. I definitely tried out new ways
of doing evaluation by opting to “get scrappy”, a term
our lovely facilitator, Marge Ainsley often used. I got
scrappy, by using Post-it note feedback boards, which
were a fun, interactive colourful data collection tool.
I learned about data analysis and found a great online
tool which turns your data into a story. I then told our
story by using Word Clouds.
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If you could share one nugget of wisdom/one top
tip with another library service about evaluation/
research, what would it be?

What’s been the single biggest benefit from being
involved in this LIANZA Initiative for you or your
organisation so far?

To get staff on board, and maintain their buy-in, keep
it simple. A clear and achievable evaluation plan at the
start of the project/service with clearly defined goals
and outcomes ensures the whole process remains on
track and provides a clear plan which can be re-visited
throughout the process.

For me, it has been the growth of my professional
development and confidence; and the opportunity to
meet so many other interesting and wonderful library
professionals from around Aotearoa New Zealand.

What have you learnt about evaluation/research
through the training, community of practice and
prototyping experience?
I learnt that evaluation is not all about surveys. There
are so many fun and interesting ways to collect
information and feedback , such as the post-it note
boards I used for my Library Showcase Evaluation.
What are the implications for your future approaches
with evaluation/research as a result of taking part in
this programme?
We plan to use the Evaluation Framework Template
as a starting point for new initiatives, services, and
programmes.
How will you practically or strategically use the data
you collected?
The data confirmed what we already suspected – that
our community were not aware of the services their
Library provided. We had already started initiatives to
raise our profile in the Community and the evaluation
results provided further validation to continue to
prioritise and invest in our marketing and promotional
plan.

For my organisation, it would be the raised awareness
on the importance of evaluation, and how the whole
process can actually be quite straightforward. I will take
the knowledge and awareness from this Community of
Practice back to my workplace and be the spokesperson
for evaluation which we did not have prior.
Which words would you use to describe your
experience in this evaluation and impact initiative?
Informative, empowering, transformational, fun!
What would you say to someone who was thinking of
taking part in a future LIANZA Evaluation & Impact
programme but were unsure whether to go ahead?
I would say do it! I knew very little about evaluation,
and what I did know, was coloured by my experience of
repetitive, intrusive surveys coming in via social media,
my inbox, telephone, and people in the street. There
is so much more to know about evaluation and how it
can contribute to an organisation and their success.
Evaluation aside, the benefits gained by connecting with
like-minded peers in the library sector has been such a
wonderful experience!
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TAIRAWHITI DISTRICT HEALTH CLINICAL LIBRARY
USE OF LIBRARY RESOURCES

Paula Broekhuizen
Learning Centre Manager | Clinical Librarian
Hauora Tairawhiti Tairawhiti District Health

The project aimed to explore the barriers and enablers for staff in their access to the library resources.

What did your project aim to address, achieve, test,
or explore?
Hauora Tairawhiti Tairawhiti District Health (TDH)
covers an isolated, geographically spread-out but small
population on New Zealand’s East Coast with one
medium-sized hospital, outreach services and liaison
with other community providers. The TDH Clinical
Library is a small, sole charge library serving the wide
number of disciplines involved in health provision.

The most important part of the study for me has been
the planning stage using the evaluation planning table,
something I hadn’t used before. First, I set up the plan
in the grid; the last section of which is the statement of
what you want to achieve with the evaluation/research.
Which then led to re-doing the plan backwards from that
statement.
What information do I need to collect
Decide the
best methods to collect the information What are the
best ways to analyse the data
What information do I
want to get out of the research

The most common evaluation carried out at the TDH
library has been statistical
reports showing usage of
physical and e-resources,
… the information I have gleaned
mostly to inform purchasing
about our library service is
decisions. We also have relied
being very useful in; purchasing
on unsolicited feedback and
decisions, formal reporting and
anecdotal stories of how
‘corridor’ talks with decision
staff are trying to access
makers from all directions.
information.
The project focus was to
explore the barriers and
enablers for DHB staff in their access to the library
resources, with an aim to enable improvements in library
practice in provision of resources and outreach services.
Such data would then also be able to inform purchasing
decisions and provide ‘stories’ about the library services
to report to stakeholders and managers.
Evaluation or exploratory research? What
methodology did you use?
The study was an exploratory research project to build
on the feedback we had been relying on and find a
measure to this in-exact science of people behaviour.
What have you learnt about evaluation/research
through the training, community of practice and
prototyping?

•
What information do I
need to collect
•
Decide the best
methods to collect the
information
•
What are the best ways
to analyse the data
•
What information do I
want to get out of the research

I realised I also needed to plan how I could usefully
present the information to our stakeholders and
managers, which impacts how the data is analysed and
what information will be collected.
This took a while going around in circles, but my
understanding increased of what the study was and
what it was trying to achieve. Having this solid plan then
allowed some flexibility to use among the many different
groups in our health business.
To get started, with a ‘scrappy’ trial, I did a small,
preliminary interview session to check how the
questions and the system of collection worked. The
Speech Therapist group was interviewed, permission
gained to record on a cell phone, and then transcribed
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I found that the questions could be reduced to a
minimum. A wide-ranging discussion did eventuate out
of the questions. My reference interview techniques then
kicked in, leading to more ideas of how they want me to
work with them.
I ended up with a plan that I could be flexible with
as long as I was achieving the final goal. The replies
you get in a small, focussed group situation are more
enlightening around things that you were not searching
for. Results have provided confirmation of a need to
change practice; that the library/librarian needs to be
embedded within the different teams – so that the staff
know what is available and how to use/access it, and the
librarian can work more efficiently on helping find and
provide the right information. I have ended up rewriting
my job description.
Who was involved?
The target audience, the DHB staff, are naturally
divided into their different disciplines; doctors, nurses,
allied professions, administration etc. They all use the
resources differently, so it made sense to interview them
in ‘focus’ groups - at team meetings, journal clubs, in the
café, etc.

What are the implications for your future approaches
with evaluation/research because of taking part in
this programme?
Implications are that I will continue to use the plan to
investigate the use/or non-use of library resources by
all the disparate groups in the DHB. It is a way to better
understand how they work with information, and to then
target the information and the way the information is
provided. The progression of this study has given me
new points of contact in each team, and I find I leave
each interview with a list of things to come back to them
with.
How will you practically or strategically use the data
you collected?
In this year of moving to a revamped New Zealand
health organisation, the information I have gleaned
about our library service is being very useful in;
purchasing decisions, formal reporting and ‘corridor’
talks with decision makers from all directions.
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E H MCCORMACK RESEARCH LIBRARY & ARCHIVE
WHO IS USING OUR ARCHIVES?

Philippa Robinson
Research Library and Archives Manager
Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tāmaki

The project aimed to obtain more information on the use of the library archives.
What research methodology did you use?

Who was involved?

This was a very simple research study recording details
of which archives were being accessed by researchers
and what the research purpose was. Additional
information was gathered on institution afiliation (if there
was one) and repeat visitations. This information was
collected via a simple form completed by the researcher.

Staff of the E H McCormick Research Library, Auckland
Art Gallery Toi o Tāmaki, researchers, general visitors
were involved. Researchers accessing archives are
art historians, artists, academics and curatorial staff.
General visitors are quite a broad group and include the
above group, with the addition of; secondary school and
tertiary students, family history researchers, exhibition
visitors looking for more information on a specific artist
of exhibition, volunteer guides and other gallery staff
(curators, educators, conservators).

A disclaimer was included on form and asked the
researcher to ‘opt-in’ to their information being reported
on within the gallery. Tick boxes included the following
statements: I am happy for all my information to
be reported on / I am happy for the purpose of my
research to be reported on / I am happy for my affiliated
intstitution to be reported on. If no statement was ticked
the researcher would be recorded as a number with no
other details shared.
Secondary research conducted was to record numbers
of walk-in visitors and the general purpose of their visit.
That is, if they were browsing serials and/or publications,
using the public access computer or using the space
for self directed research or study. This information was
captured by Library staff.
What did your project aim to address, achieve, test or
explore?
The project aimed to give research library staff better
statistics on which archives were being accessed, what
the purpose of the research was and where this research
might end up. This information is intended for in-house
reporting only. It also enables us to assess which
archives warrant more focus. That is, a fuller inventory,
individual item listing, re-housing, digitisation, etc. This
has also given us some information on where our gaps
are in our acquisition and collecting practices. We have
good data going back 20 years on visitor numbers.
We continue to record this, with the addition of new
information, in order to report on general visitation.

How did you implement your evaluation and
research?
By building on existing practice and updating our data
collection tools we created a new tool for specific
researchers and expanded our existing tools for general
visitors.
Share your top tip for other library services about
evaluation/research.
Don’t be afraid to ask your researchers questions. When
we explained the nature of the research and the reason
for the questions all researchers were happy to complete
the form. We did not have anyone request not to
complete the form or refuse to let us report on their data.
How will you practically and strategically use the
data collected?
The data was collected for the original purpose of
reporting to senior management and the director on
the impact of the archives in the gallery and how the
research library contributes to external research within
the wider arts and culture sector.
We will be using this data in the library to assess which
archives warrant more work based on requests we have
receved for access to current archives.
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DUNEDIN PUBLIC LIBRARIES

EVALUATING TRAINING VIDEOS AND WEBINARS
Rebecca Keenan
Cataloguer
Dunedin Public Libraries

This project aimed to evaluate training videos and webinars.
What did your project aim to address, achieve, test,
or explore?
I ended up using both evaluation and exploratory
research methodologies for two separate projects. My
first idea was to complete exploratory research about
how staff at Dunedin Public Libraries search for series.
This would look at platform preferences, issues with
effective searching, and inconsistencies in results.
Findings could then be analysed and used to assess and
potentially improve cataloguing processes or workflows.
(Image 1)

delivered by the Cataloguing Working Group in our
November learning event. (Image 2: second idea)
What’s your top tips for evaluation and research?
It’s hard to pick just one top tip from the course, so I’ve
melded two together: make a plan so you measure what
matters. A plan helps direct your evaluation or research
activities, so that you have a clear idea of why you want
to measure what you’re measuring and what practical
benefits you anticipate this work will have.

Then, I got a new role at
What have you learnt about evaluation/
my library as a full-time
research through the training,
cataloguer, which came with
From the initial training
community of practice and prototyping
a steep learning curve. This
workshops to the ongoing
experience?
curtailed my research time,
community of practice, what
For me, the biggest benefit from being
which was planned to include
I’ve learned has made me a
involved in this course was increased
in-person observation of and
more well-rounded library
confidence to recognise opportunities for
discussion with staff, while
professional.
evaluation and the tools to put my ideas
working through search
into practice. From the initial training
scenarios. As a result, this
workshops to the ongoing community of
idea is now something to be
practice, what I’ve learned has made me a more wellconsidered later, when I’m more settled in my role.
rounded library professional.
However, I’ve recently been able to put my learning into
practice as part of my work for the Kōtui Cataloguing
What would you say to someone who was thinking of
Working Group. The group has created several training
taking part in a future LIANZA Evaluation & Impact
videos, recently delivered four Cataloguing 101 training
programme but were unsure whether to go ahead?
webinars, and had another learning event scheduled for
November.
I would encourage anyone, in any area of library
work, to consider taking part in future offerings of this
To make this event as targeted and useful as possible,
course. When I started, evaluation was something I
we decided to evaluate the videos and webinars and
thought about as more appropriate for library events or
put out some feelers for November event content. I
programmes. So, what did it have to do with my role?
volunteered to create the survey and ask people to
Well, as it turned out, it was incredibly useful. I’m a big
‘have their say’, putting into practice some of the nonbeliever in professional self-reflection, and evaluation
threatening language we discussed during the course.
is just taking that outside of yourself. Not only did this
To date, we’ve had 23 responses to the survey. Not
course demystify the jargon and processes of evaluation,
only have respondents completed the ‘tick-the-box’
but it also helped me recognise opportunities to reflect
questions, but we’ve also had very useful feedback in
in a more targeted and wide-ranging way to create
the form of write-in comments. These are being used to
practical opportunities and improve processes.
inform the length, format, and content of the sessions
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Image 1: Exploratory research plan for initial idea

Image 2: Survey created for evaluation (second idea)
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HAMILTON CITY LIBRARIES TE OHOMAURI O KIRIKIRIROA
MAAORI COLLECTIONS AND ENGAGEMENT

Rob Baigent
Matihiko Digital
Services Leader

Kay Huia
Ringa Tohu
Service Supervisor

Evaluation or exploratory research? What
methodology did you use?
For this project we initially considered exploratory
research into how to make our offering around Te Ao
Maaori more attractive and authentic (including physical
environments, services, and collections), and to identify
and develop strategies to reduce barriers to staff and
user engagement with Te Ao Maaori related offerings.
(Image 1)
The scope of these questions was very ambitious. As we
teased out our ideas it became apparent that it wasn’t
going to be achievable – especially if we wanted to make
a tangible change.
We decided to narrow the focus to something we felt
could be achievable and potentially would have the
biggest impact, and our research goal became:
To understand the barriers to using our Maaori
Collections at Hamilton City Libraries by our staff.
How did you collect your data and evidence?
Since our focus was only on staff understanding and
use of these collections, we identified ways to engage
with library staff, including at library events and digital
surveys.
We initially considered different approaches, including
kanohi-ki-te-kanohi (face-to-face) discussion, which
is an important aspect of Te Ao Maaori and related to
our project. However, there were limitations to this due
to staff availability, so we decided to try a variety of
approaches aimed at building the greatest engagement
with our staff and experimenting with some new
approaches.
We were really inspired by the scrappy examples we
had been shown by Marge as part of the workshops.
At a library staff event, we asked attendees to drop a
marble into a jar to indicate their answer to the following
questions. (Image 2).

Annalese Webber
Matihiko Technology
Support Librarian

Has Waiata Mai*
improved your
Reo?

25 Yes (74%)

9 No (26%)

Do you know
your Pepeha?

14 Yes (39%)

22 No (61%)

*Waiata Mai is a programme at Hamilton City Libraries
where teams are encouraged to practise singing waiata at
team meetings to increase pronunciation and knowledge
of Te Reo Maaori.
This scrappy exercise was a quick fun activity and we
managed to capture responses from almost everyone
who attended the event. However, there were limitations
to this approach.
To capture our staff’s awareness and use of our Maaori
collections, we followed this exercise with a more
comprehensive survey using Google Forms. This
targeted all staff across all teams and was an approach
we had used in the past for other staff evaluations.
(Image 3)
With only two main questions, plus space for comments,
it only took a few minutes for staff to fill out. We
got about 60 responses, about 75%. Many of these
responses confirmed what we already knew.
How will you practically or strategically use the data
you collected?
The data from our project has been used to inform
and influence library projects such as the Maatauranga
Maaori pages on our library website. It also revealed
the need for additional training for our staff, especially
with our Ngaa Koorero Tuku Iho - Heritage and Archive
Collection. We plan to encourage engagement with
our Maaori collections through self-directed learning,
including displays and promotion in team talks and new
staff inductions.
While we do engage with Maaori community leaders
around our collections and services, a significant
missing piece, and future project, is engagement with
our Maaori patrons to discover what they want from our
offering.
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Image 1.

Image 2.

Image 3.
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WALSH MEMORIAL LIBRARY
VISITOR AWARENESS OF LIBRARY

Simon Wetherill
Library and Archive Manager
Museum of Transport and
Technology (MOTAT)

Chelsea Renshaw
Assistant Librarian, Ephemera
and Manuscripts
Museum of Transport and
Technology (MOTAT)

The project aimed to understand the awareness MOTAT visitors have
of the Walsh Memorial Library and its collections.
What methodology did you use?
An evaluation logic model was developed based on
the learnings from the workshops and community of
practice.
How did you gather your data?

We did not build on existing practice, rather applied
the skills learnt and developed in the workshops to
approach and communicate with participants. Being
a library within a museum, we chose our place of
survey specifically to ensure minimal interruption to the
visitor experience and capture visitors who were not
necessarily coming to the library. We challenge others to
undertake a survey on working historic transport objects
while remaining focussed on their library!

A set of questions were developed, set up in Survey
Monkey and made available to participants using an
Senior management, who were leading a separate
iPad in kiosk mode. The survey logic feature of Survey
museum visitor-focused evaluation survey in conjunction
Monkey was used so that further questions would be
with Morris Hargreaves McIntyre,
posed to the respondent
were informed of our project to ensure
dependant on the previous
they recognised our project was
answer therefore, the number
complimentary to this process. As part
of responses to different
Our key findings confirmed
of stakeholder engagement, we also
questions varied as a people
our hypothesis, but also
contacted the collection operations
proceeded through the
raised unexpected findings
manager to confirm the availability of
survey.
which hadn’t previously been
surveying being undertaken on the
To ensure regular Walsh
considered.
tramway during business hours.
Memorial Library visitors
What have you learnt about
were not captured in the
evaluation?
survey process, a conscious
decision was made to undertake these sessions on
We made the following observations about evaluation as
the MOTAT historic tramway that visitors can ride as
a process;
part of their MOTAT experience. It was also decided
• Do not underestimate the time taken to get your
not to approach adults with young children or adults
questions/hypothesis clear
associated with school groups given their likely
preoccupation as caregivers.
• The results are not necessarily indicative of the wider
context in which you are surveying.
Two one-hour sessions (morning/afternoon) over six
dates were planned, both during weekday and weekend
operations. Eleven one-hour sessions were completed
How will you practically or strategically use the data
as one scheduled weekend session clashed with
you collected?
another survey being undertaken on a tram by Morris
Our key findings confirmed our hypothesis, but also
Hargreaves McIntyre on behalf of the Experience Hub.
raised unexpected findings which hadn’t previously been
considered . This emerged as we were theming the data
Did you use existing practice, build on existing
while preparing the key finding report.
practice, or try out new ways of doing evaluation/
research?
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Surveying and subsequent analysis can indicate the
need for more research. This is something we did not
immediately expect and demonstrated how little we
actually knew about our community when not previously
utilising a structured approach to measuring visitation
and engagement. For instance, many parents cited the
library as not being a suitable space for children. That
said, they also had low awareness of what our offering
for children was.

In sharing the results at leadership level within the
museum, we have had internal stakeholders offer
their assistance around new initiatives relating to
library awareness e.g., a Library and Archive Live Day
experience in line with Collection Live Days run by the
museum already. The skillset learnt and formalised
approach to surveying validated any subsequent
interaction with the wider museum team.

Image credit: Museum of Transport and Technology (MOTAT)
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NELSON PUBLIC LIBRARIES
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

Steve Harley
Team Leader Literacy and Outreach
Nelson City Council

This project aimed to discover people’s ideas of good customer service.
What did your project aim to address, achieve, test or
explore?
This was an exploratory research project designed
to discover people’s ideas of good customer service
by asking them to share their sensory experiences.
This project was influenced heavily by the Design
Thinking concept of empathy ; an attempt to see the
world through the experiences of other people, their
physical and emotional needs, and use this information
as a platform to design and implement solutions to
make using the library a more inclusive and positive
experience.
How did you collect your
research data?
The project was split into two
separate exercises, one for
customers, and after this and
some reflection and revision,
a second exercise was held
for staff. Both exercises asked
the same three questions:

To boost the sample size, the second exercise involved
staff and returned 99 separate responses. The user
profiles were modified, and staff were asked to match
their responses to how they preferred shopping
behaviours, and this exercise returned a far better
sample size for data analysis.

These responses were collated and coded into feelings,
attributes or experiences that invoked a positive
customer experience, and those that invoked a negative
customer experience i.e., things to avoid. Results
were presented through word clouds, to give a visual
representation of common positive and
negative experiences, (though sample
sizes were still too small to make the
profiles useful).
..responses were collated and

coded into feelings, attributes
or experiences that invoked a
positive customer experience,
and those that invoked a
negative customer experience

1. What does good customer service look like?
2. What does good customer service sound like?
3. What does good customer service feel like?
The responses to these questions were cross-referenced
against pre-selected user profiles.
Customers were asked to write down their answers
and then match their response against the reason they
visited the library.
The questions were asked with an in-library display,
however, it was not particularly engaging, and vast
majority of the 29 responses came from a single group
of attendees in an after-school programme, so the
sample sizes were too small to draw any meaningful
conclusions, though “friendly”, “happy” and “warm” were
the common responses.

What did you learn about research and
what advice do you have?

One of the key learnings from the process
came in making the right distinction
on when you should be sticking to a
particular model or plan, and where you
have freedom to prototype and experiment. The weaker
aspects of the project (i.e., the profiles) came about from
diverging from the Design Thinking model by going too
specific in the early stages. However, the benefits to
user-centric design, and the iterative process behind this
project, is that it allows us to pivot and change what we
are doing, and I would encourage jettisoning ideas that
aren’t working without a second thought.
The final piece of advice I would give to anyone
looking into evaluation and research is to lean into
the natural inclination people have to empathise with
each other and put people at the centre of your design
process. These connections are vital in ensuring that
the questions you ask, and the subsequent initiatives
you implement, will be relatable and relevant to the
community you serve.
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Customer Exercise In-Library Display

What does good customer service look like?

What does good customer service feel like?

Caption: What does good customer service sound like?

What doesn’t good customer service look, sound and feel like?
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BALCLUTHA LIBRARY

OUR CUSTOMERS AND COVID-19
Vicki Woodrow
Customer Experience Team Leader
Clutha District Libraries

The project aimed to find out why customers visited the library and how COVID-19
had changed the way they used the library.
Evaluation or exploratory research? What
methodology did you use?

Did you use existing practice, build on existing
practice, or try out new ways of doing research?

I chose exploratory research and used the following
qualitative and quantitative data collection methods.

This was an opportunity for me to leave my comfort
zone, everything I did was new to me - not only was this
the first time that I had used exploratory research, but it
was also my first time creating a survey (paper only) and
conducting one-on-one interviews and running focus
groups and without doubt I would use them all again.

Describe your exploratory research project?
I wanted to know was why customers came into the
library and how has COVID-19 changed the way
they use the library. I was anticipating that from the
information gathered that we would be able to make
improvements within
the facility that would be
beneficial for our customers.
How did you collect your
data?

What are the implications for your future approaches
with evaluation/research as a result of taking part in
the programme?

Experimenting with
exploratory research has
given me new research
knowledge and another
option that I could utilise in
the future.

A survey was handed out and
completed in the library for
customers to fill in. I also did
one-on-one interviews and
focus group sessions were
held to gather more in-depth information. With the focus
groups I also wanted to find out if the surroundings
impacted on the sharing of information, so one session
was held in the library and the other was held off-site
after a library programme – the outcome was, for this
project holding the session outside the library did make
a difference, participants were relaxed, and shared their
information freely.
Who was involved?
The target audience were adults, parents, caregivers,
seniors. Customers were defined as: members of CDL,
non-members living in the Clutha District and visitors
that lived outside the Clutha District. The survey
prototype was first tested out on two staff members and
then two parents were chosen to retest the survey.

When planning a programme, I would
ensure that evaluation is included in
the planning process and documented.
Experimenting with exploratory research
has given me new research knowledge
and another option that I could utilise in
the future.

If you could share one nugget of
wisdom/one top tip with another library service
about research, what would it be?
For exploratory research you need to have a
documented plan in place before you go ‘live’. Preparing
the plan will focus your thoughts, define the why, who,
where, what and more – it will give you a clear direction
as to how the project will be run and what is involved
from start to finish.
What would you say to someone who was thinking of
taking part in a future LIANZA Evaluation & Impact
programme but were unsure whether to go ahead?
Go for it! The facilitator, Marg Ainsley, has a wealth
of knowledge and resources to share, and is there to
support you, and so is your cohort. Whether you are
new to evaluation or experienced this programme will
meet your needs. Go on do it!
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PAKURANGA LIBRARY

LEARNING ABOUT LIBRARY USERS
Zayna Hussein
Senior Librarian Children and Youth Services
Auckland Libraries
This project aimed to learn more about the people who are using the library and to make staff more
familiar with evaluation.
Evaluation or exploratory research? What
methodology did you use?
We used exploratory research to learn more about the
users of our branch community library. We used used
several methods of data collection to find out who is
currently using the library, what services they are aware
of and what they would like to see in the library in the
future.
What did your project aim to address, achieve, test or
explore?
The exploratory research had two aims. The first was
for staff to at getting a better understanding of the
community library users and the second was to help
staff feel comfortable in the evaluation process.
Who was involved?
The local library users, staff and community library
manager.
Did you use existing practice, build on existing
practice, or try out new ways of doing evaluation/
research?
We tried out new ways of doing things. In our exsisting
practice we collect data but it don’t use it to inform
decision making at branch level. We trialled new ways of
data collection to reach more customers. We also trialled
new tools for analysing and presenting the data to help
staff gain a better understanding of where our customers
come from and what they use the library for.
If you could share one nugget of wisdom/one top
tip with another library service about evaluation/
research, what would it be?
Start small and make it meaningful for data collection
and evaluation. People are more likely to participate if
they can see what impact the data they are collecting is
having on decision making.

What have you learnt about evaluation/research
through the training, community of practice and
prototyping experience?
I have a better understanding of the importance of
the evaluation framework which can help to guide the
evalutaion process and help to mitigate some of the
challenges which may come up during the process.
During the exploratory reasearch process at each stage
it was very helpful to be able to refer to the framework to
ensure we were on track.
How will you practically or strategically use the data
you collected?
Practically we will use the data we collected to inform
how we connect with our library customers online. As
a team we were planning to grow our online presence
and by using the data we collected we can start with the
methods of communication which are most effective and
sustainable for us long term.
We will also be using the data collected to decide on
the exsisitng library programmes to grow and which
programmes to start.
Which words would you use to describe your
experience in this evaluation and impact initiative?
Interesting, revelant, engaging, practical.
What would you say to someone who was thinking of
taking part in a future LIANZA Evaluation & Impact
programme but were unsure whether to go ahead?
It is a great opportunity to connect with librarians
around New Zealand while at the same time learning
a valuable and practical skills which you will use well
beyond the program. The time required and content is
well paced and delivered. Having the communities of
practice provides a great sounding board and gives the
additional support that you need to put the skills you
learned to use.
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The Library and Information Association of New Zealand,
is the vibrant, vital voice for those engaged in
librarianship and information management

http://www.lianza.org.nz

